Attention horsemen, effective immediately and until further notice the requirements for Charles Town (CT) Trainers to enter a horse at Mountaineer (MTR) are as follows:

1. CT trainers must make arrangements with a MTR trainer to ship a horse into the MTR trainer’s barn before entering a horse.
2. At the time of entry, the CT trainer must inform the entry clerk as to whose barn the horse will be shipped.
3. The CT trainer MUST notify the MTR Stall Superintendent: (Bret Smith 304-387-8282) of which barn the horse will be going so MTR can inform the State / Lasix Vet’s where the horse will be. This should step is important in order to reduce confusion as to where the horse is, in order to avoid scratches.
4. The CT van driver must stay in the vehicle. The MTR groom or trainer where the horse is being shipped to is to be unloaded by the MTR groom or trainer.
5. The CT van driver must wear a mask and practice social distancing.
6. If the CT van driver needs or wants to exit the van, he must take the van out of the barn area.

If you have any questions, please call the MTR Racing Office or the CT HBPA.